
EP Reviews: Loose Joints -‘Quattro Amigos’ 
“Quattro Amigos is the new EP from 4-piece Loose Joints. This blues-rock band from Essex 
go all out on this release with some killer songs, making it their best EP record yet (you can 
hear their previous releases on their bandcamp). !
First track  is ‘Graves’, a bluesy romp that immediately comes to life with a Jean Genie-
esque guitar riff and bass line. Joe Kean’s vocals are rough and ready like a gruff Dan 
Auerbach to perfectly sit on top of the music. Loose Joints have double the amount of 
musicians as The Black Keys and this becomes clear in the wall of sound that is the chorus 
of this song; clashing cymbals and twanging guitar overload your eardrums but it just feels 
right. !
‘Meeting of the Gods’ is a funkier number which starts off with a classic section of finger 
clicks and cheeky chromatic guitars. Almost spoken sections of lyrics convey slight 
sarcasm –  “I’ve got nothing important to say anyway” –  making this tune even sassier. The 
title track ‘Quattro Amigos’, presumably referring  to the band mates themselves, is a 
simple short song and I can imagine that when they play this live it is absolutely insane. 
With the only lyrics being “Quattro amigos, out of control” it leaves Loose Joints free reign 
to totally rock out and the best bit is that it still sounds awesome. !
‘Soft Bullets’ starts totally differently to the other songs on this EP, a real contrast from the 
previous tracks making it my personal favourite. A gently mysterious solo guitar riff drifts 
slowly to your eardrums added to by a mellow but strong drum beat which builds up more 
and more, eventually building to a loud, crazy and funky end to the song. Although this 
seems to be Loose Joints’ formula for most of their songs, it really works for them. Closer to 
the rest of the EP is ‘Assassin of Youth’, an almost 6 minute knockout where Loose Joints 
show exactly what they’re about: a 2 minute intro which builds into the final repeated 
refrain “just fuckin’ gimme some drugs” is an explosion of guitars and drums, totally 
blowing me away from what I ever expected when I began listening to this EP. !
If you want a chance to hear Loose Joints rock out live head to The Garage in Islington on 
the 12th July for their EP launch party, it’s set to be a great night!” 
  
- Elli Brazzill, Gigslutz !
http://www.gigslutz.co.uk/ep-review-loose-joints-quattro-amigos/ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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“I really, really, fervently hope that the title is a nod to one of my favourite silly films of all 
time, the Chevy Chase, Steve Martin, Martin Short triumph ‘¡Three Amigos!‘. !
If it isn’t, shame on Loose Joints. !
They’re not wrong, though. This really is “Quattro Amigos, out of control”. If you like your 
rock bluesy, swampy, filthy, raucous, and LOUD, then these guys are for you. On at least the 
first three tracks the Essex fourpiece are dialled all the way up and clearly having a lot of 
fun there. There’s a bit more introspection on ‘Soft Bullets’ and ‘Assassins of Youth’ (plus 
check the mucking about with time signatures !) but they’re still noisy as hell. The rhythm 
section is as tight as I remember it from a couple of months ago in East London and the 
guitars are as crunchy and vibrant too. I tend to think that the vocals (on record) don’t 
need to be as uniformly Ben Ottewell as they are, but it’s not the be-all. !!
Best thing for you to do is to head out and catch them live – you get the rawk with added 
nuance, and a charming stage presence; you get the whisper as well as the shout, the 
smooth on top of the rasp; and you get to watch them ripping it up with great joy and 
gleeful abandon. It’s a lovely thing to see.” !
- Nick Pett, Backseat Mafia !
backseatmafia.com/2014/10/19/new-music-loose-joints-quattro-amigos/
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